Medical subject headings (MeSH) are a flexible and useful tool for describing biomedical concepts. Here, we present MeSHier, a tool for assigning MeSH terms to biomedical documents based on abstract similarity and references to MEDLINE records. When applied to PubMedCentral papers, NIH grants, and USPTO patents we find that these two sources of information produce largely disjoint sets of related MEDLINE records, albeit with some overlap in MeSH. When combined they provide an enriched topical annotation that would not have been possible with either alone. MeSHier is available as a demo tool that can take as input IDs of PubMed papers, USPTO patents, and NIH grants:
INTRODUCTION
Medical subject headings (MeSH) are a controlled vocabulary used by the National Library of Medicine for indexing documents in MEDLINE [16] . MeSH is comprised of terms arranged in a hierarchical structure covering a wide variety of topics [16] . It is important to note that the MeSH vocabulary is not limited to the biomedical domain; there are also terms covering topics in social science, the humanities, * Corresponding author: vtorvik@illinois.edu Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. information science and beyond. The usefulness of MeSH continues to inspire a number of efforts to automatically predict MeSH terms for unlabeled documents. These efforts typically focus on predicting terms for unlabeled articles in MEDLINE. Here, we develop a generalized method for predicting MeSH terms that can apply to documents beyond MEDLINE. In our initial experiments, we have focused primarily on NIH grants, USPTO Patents and PubmedCentral research papers.
Our method is developed upon the hypothesis that documents retrieved by abstract similarity and references are complementary. Our preliminary experiments find that the sets of documents retrieved using these two methods are nearly disjoint. This complementarity provides two distinct sources of evidence to use in predicting appropriate MeSH terms. Multiple factors contribute to the lack of overlap between these document sets. The leading factor is likely temporal; references are inherently bound by the publication date of a document. Therefore, retrieval by abstract similarity covers a larger temporal range and often retrieves different documents than by direct reference. Document sets can become further disjoint in certain domains. Here, we find that NIH grants often have fewer available references as they describe prospective work rather than past research. Our method necessarily makes greater use of abstract similarity rather than citations in grants. In patents, fundamental differences in vocabulary also likely lead to different documents being retrieved than through direct citation.
In addition to demonstrating a classification method, we present several applications that utilize MeSH in novel ways. An initial example: NIH grants are an important source of information about the structure and priorities of publicly funded science. These grants are useful for describing the prospective goals of research scientists, as well as a retrospective tool to compare research published under a grant to the original objectives of the grant. Though a great deal of information is available about biomedical grants, it is difficult to aggregate their content beyond broad descriptors. The hierarchical structure of MeSH terms permit a more granular description of what topics receive funding than is currently available. In the realm of patents, MeSH can play an important role in improving information retrieval. A key challenge for information retrieval in patents is overcoming the ambiguity and range of terms used for the same or similar concepts.
Finally, we test our methodology in a number of early experiments across several domains. With respect to NIH grants, we utilize categorical spending reports as a control. Since 2008, the Research, Condition, and Disease Categorization (RCDC) system has been used to match research projects to a set of descriptive categories. These categories typically reflect a disease or a research area (examples include 'cancer' and 'biodefense') [1] . We match each category to a MeSH term, and then assess the accuracy of our method. Additionally, we analyze a number of MEDLINE papers by closely comparing the predicted terms against the terms selected by indexers at the NLM. We also examine several patents, where our approach correctly identifies terms that do not appear directly in the text. We further compare the performance of our system against the NLM's NLP-driven MeSH on Demand tool.
BACKGROUND
The MeSH vocabulary contains approximately twenty two thousand descriptors, organized in an eleven level hierarchy across sixteen categories [16] . Examples of these categories include anatomic terms, drugs and diseases and organisms. MeSH terms are assigned by expert indexers at the NLM. The annotation process uses a recommender system that provides indexers with suggestions that are then manually filtered. Most MEDLINE records have an average of 13 annotations per document, although this can vary depending on the domain [12] .
The high cost of manually indexing MEDLINE records inspires a continued research interest in automatic classification methods. Numerous research groups have proposed MeSH prediction systems. K-nearest neighbor methods are among the most common approach [12, 24, 19, 13] .These methods typically only define neighbors with respect to citations. Another common approach leverages machine learning techniques to identify patterns between the document and MeSH terms [26, 25, 21] . One of the most popular approaches is to use natural language processing to extract MeSH terms from the text of the document directly. NLP methods have demonstrated some promise, but continue to be limited by the inherent difficulty of processing ambiguous text. The NLM's MetaMap is one of the leading examples of the NLP approach. MetaMap extracts UMLS concepts, including MeSH, directly from text. More recent efforts have shown promise in this area by focusing on deep semantic representation techniques [18] .
Perhaps the most well known MeSH prediction tool is the Medical Text Indexer (MTI) system. The MTI system assists NLM indexers in providing MeSH terms [17] . The MTI system takes inputs of an identifier, title and abstract but is also capable of processing arbitrary biomedical text [17] . Recommendations are computed using two methods: MetaMap indexing and a K-nearest neighbors algorithm that identifies similar citations [16] . MetaMap processes the title and abstract to identify UMLS Metathesaurus concepts that can then be mapped to MeSH. Precision and recall performance for the MTI system is typically around .60 [16] .
Relatively few efforts have focused on predicting MeSH terms for documents outside of MEDLINE. Previous research teams have attempted to apply the MeSH vocabulary to patents. In "Annotating Patents with Medline MeSH Codes via Citation Mapping" Thomas Griffin et. al presented a system which matched patent references to MED-LINE records and extracted MeSH terms [10] . This system retrieves the MeSH terms and arranges them alphabetically or by frequency of the term. A patent held by IBM titled "System and Method for Annotating Patents with MeSH Data" proposes a similar procedure that extracts non-patent references directly using the MeSH vocabulary of the cited documents [3] .
These approaches were both inspired by the clear information retrieval value of the MeSH vocabulary. Thomas Grin et. al [8] developed an analysis comparing the IPC classification system and MeSH, finding that the MeSH vocabulary is better suited to describing biomedical research. However, neither classification system discussed above attempts to rank or filter MeSH terms beyond frequency measures. Our system weights terms by their relative frequency within MEDLINE as well as in related papers in order to identify a smaller set of terms that are likely to be salient.
METHODOLOGY
Our approach leverages two pieces of complementary information from a document: its citations to the biomedical literature, and its concatenated title and abstract. The records cited by a document provide strong evidence to its own content because each reference reflects a conscious decision on the part of its authors. References formally signify a relationship from one work to another. Cited records clearly have limitations as a signal of a document's content: often the cited work may only have a limited or tangential relationship to the document. Depending on the domain, a document may have very few or no citations at all. Indeed, bibliometric analyses have shown that highly productive researchers tend to use fewer "foundational" citations, and draw upon a broader body of knowledge [15] . A strictly citation driven methodology would be prone to systematic error in these cases. To mitigate these limitations, we also use the title and abstract text to identify related documents by text similarity. This allows us to identify those terms that are in "agreement" between the two sources of information. While citations are inherently limited to work published in the past, text similarity allows to leverage documents published at any time. Retrieval by text similarity can partially compensate for cases where relevant literature was not cited in the original document. We observe a high degree of complementarity across the domains we have examined thus far.
Our approach is based on a suite of tools for locating MEDLINE documents from either cited records or from text. We use a tool based on our previous research called Absim to retrieve MEDLINE records based on BM25 similarity utilizing title and abstracts [23] . We retrieve cited records either directly (when available) or using Patci, a tool for matching citation strings to MEDLINE records [2] . The system determines which set of citation matching tools to use based on the input ID. For USPTO records, we use a collection of patents preprocessed using Patci to retrieve cited records.
Procedurally, our tool first identifies direct citations to MEDLINE records and then further collects the references of cited documents. MeSH terms are extracted and collected, with "citations of citations" terms ranked lower than direct citations. Additionally, the tool collects the top 20 MEDLINE records by text similarity. The MeSH terms are extracted from these records as well, and weighted some- what lower than those from cited records. We collect further references from the abstract similarity set. Our tool then positively weights terms that appear in both the cited record and the abstract similarity set, to reflect "agreement" between the two sources of data. We rank MeSH terms using an additive weighting function based on the frequency and distinctiveness of the MeSH terms. The system then returns the top 15 terms to the user, ranked by the following score:
where M logf rq is the log frequency of the MeSH term in MEDLINE. |Ack| and |Ackr| correspond to the number of cited records and the number of cited records retrieved from the citation set (the "citations of citations"). Likewise, |Abs| and |Absr| are the count of similar abstracts containing the term, and the term frequency count in the records cited by the similar abstract set. The β terms are heuristically selected weights. In the experiments detailed here, the weight of cited records and "citations of citations" are 40 and 4, and the weight of similar abstracts is 20. The weight for cited records from similar abstracts is 1.
RESULTS AND EVALUATION
We conducted several experiments to test the performance of our methodology in different domains outside of MED-LINE, including NIH grants and USPTO patents. Additionally, we examined a number of MEDLINE papers and compared our system's predicted terms against the terms selected by NLM indexers. Although our objective is to develop a classification system for documents outside of MED-LINE, predictions within MEDLINE are useful because there is a direct point of comparison between terms selected by manual annotators and our system. A significant challenge in evaluating any MeSH prediction system is that there are relatively few sources of data to validate predictions. Even when term assignments do exist, it can be difficult to assess accuracy in a comprehensive manner. Assigning controlled vocabulary terms is an inherently subjective process that is shaped by normative practices among indexers. The complexity of the MeSH vocabulary complicates accuracy metrics because there may be several related terms that are appropriate matches, at varying levels of specificity. We used a variety of strategies to address these challenges, detailed in each section below.
PubMedCentral Quantitative Assessment
Although our focus here is on non-MEDLINE records, we conducted several experiments to evaluate the performance of our method on MEDLINE records annotated with MeSH. We collected a data set comprising 1600 papers published between 2000 and 2015. We retrieved every paper with an abstract and at least one citation and at least one MeSH term for each year. From this set, we randomly selected 100 papers. We processed each paper with MeSHier, recording the log cumulative frequency within MEDLINE and the frequency counts for each citation category (the number of times the term appeared in acknowledged references, references of references, similar documents, and acknowledged references of similar documents). We also included any terms assigned to the paper not captured by our retrieval process. Due to changes in the MeSH vocabulary over time, there are some terms where we did not have frequency information available. For these, we assigned a log frequency of 0.3.
We subsequently trained a logistic regression model on several subsets of features: using only acknowledged references, only similar documents, and both together. We then evaluated the accuracy of the top 15 scoring terms for each model. The performance and recall characteristics of these models are detailed in Table 2 . We observed that predicted terms that were not direct matches were often conceptually similar to assigned term, or otherwise relevant to the paper, indicating that the precision and recall measures are likely to be a lower bound estimate of classifier performance. Due to the complexity in assessing performance, we also include a case study of several individual papers.
Model
Precision 
PubMedCentral Case Studies
Closer comparison between predicted MeSH terms and actual MeSH terms in MEDLINE itself is instructive. Table 3 collects four papers, spanning topics in informatics and genomics. For each paper, we have compared our predictions against the MeSH terms assigned by indexers. These papers were selected from our past publications in order to ensure that we can accurately assess whether or not the predicted terms are appropriate for the paper. Expert manual assessment of the predicted terms is necessary because in many cases the predicted terms are actually more descriptive than those assigned manually.
An example of this can be found in the first two papers listed in the table. Both of these are informatics papers related to author name disambiguation. Both papers have relatively few assigned MeSH terms. Our system highly ranks terms like 'Authorship', 'Publishing', 'Bibliometrics' and 'Cooperative Behavior'. These terms are more descriptive of the content of these papers than terms like 'Algorithms' or 'Names'. There is only one instance of a wholly inaccurate prediction. The lowest ranked term 'Nerve net' for the first paper refers to biological networks. This term is likely introduced by abstract similarity, as the paper discusses networks in the sense of mathematical graph theory, rather than biological neural nets.
The second set of papers are genomics and bioinformatics papers. There is a high degree of overlap between predicted terms and actual terms. Notably, the predicted terms for "Natural antisense transcripts are co-expressed with sense mRNAs in synaptoneurosomes of adult mouse forebrain" includes Alzheimer disease as the leading term. Indeed, the abstract of the paper contains the sentence "Several of these pairs involve mRNAs that have been implicated in synaptic functions and in Alzheimer disease pathways." Alzheimer disease does not appear in the list of MeSH terms selected by indexers. In this case, the predicted terms identify an important topic that is excluded in the manual annotation.
A broader pattern appears to be that our system tends to emphasize subjects (diseases, processes and phenomena) and somewhat discounts methods. This pattern is similar to what was observed in the NIH grant evaluation. This tendency may be explained by a relatively larger degree of "agreement" in subjects, and a more divergent set of methods in similar papers. In other words, contrasting methodological approaches may lead to a lower ranking against a more tightly focused set of terms on subjects.
Through this small set of case studies, it seems that further work is required to elucidate the performance of the system in a broader context. Informatics is a relatively minority within MEDLINE; it may be the case that MeSH terms are generally sparser and less descriptive in these fields.
An important result appears to be that predicted terms may sometimes be more descriptive than indexed terms. This indicates that caution should be applied in evaluating classifier performance strictly on how well the system replicates human annotation; there may be multiple valid classifications for any given document and it may be shortsighted to consider alternative annotations merely as "errors."
NIH Grants
We used the NIH Categorical Spending reports to evaluate our prediction system for grant records. We collected a set of 21 grants, covering every NIH institute. The following application numbers were used: 7888075-AG, 7938182-AI, 7861111-AR, 7847187-AT, 8055735-DC, 8013667-DE, 7865069-DK, 8015869-EB, 7948476-ES, 7905426-EY, 7919006-GM, 7984978-GM, 7949120-HD, 7948564-HG, 7937672-HL, 8073856-MD, 8004908-MH, 8023344-MH, 8073362-NR, 8068994-NS. Note that the institute code is indicated after each id with a dash. For each of these grants, we extracted the assigned funding categories and matched each term to a corresponding MeSH heading. We then processed the grant using MeSHier and compared the top 15 ranked MeSH terms with the assigned term in each category.
The NIH funding category terms are intended to broadly describe the content of a grant. Because controlled vocabulary terms are typically used to describe only the more distinctive aspects of a paper, we hypothesized that many of the predicted terms would be related to the funding category terms, but in many instances would be more detailed. We also anticipated that the more distinct funding category terms (e.g. the fairly specific "ALS" vs the more general "behavioral science") would be more likely to directly match a predicted term.
Due to the varying levels of descriptive granularity we defined matches in five ways: no match, a direct match, a direct child match, a match to a closely related term, and a match to a more distantly related term. In many instances, several predicted terms could be considered a match. For each paper, we record the highest ranking match except in cases of a direct match. For records with a direct match, we record the rank of that term even if a higher ranking term matched indirectly.
A direct match meant that the predicted term appears in the list exactly. A direct child match applies when a term is predicted that is a direct child term in the MeSH hierarchy of the spending category term. A closely related match was used to indicate a term that is clearly related to the concept but is neither an exact match or a direct child. A distant match was any match that captured the broad area of the category term.
In our test sample, we matched 57.75% (67/116) of the category spending terms. The average rank of the matching term was 5.3. As discussed above, the type of match was weighted strongly towards 'closely related' matches. Table  5 lists the frequency of match type. Exact and direct sibling matches made up approximately 11% of total matches. We propose that the relatively small number of exact matches is due to the generality of the funding category terms. In many cases, the closely related terms were related to more specific concepts; for example 'Gene regulatory networks' is clearly a match to the category of 'genetics', but is more narrowly defined.
Every grant in our test sample matched at least one funding category. The average match rate of assigned categories across papers was 64.89%. A common pattern we observed is that highly general categories ("Behavioral Science" and "Biotechnology") were not frequently matched in our predictions. We hypothesize that this is also related to the specificity differences discussed above; in some sense these terms are so broad that they would be ubiquitous if included by indexers.
Match Category Proportion
No The funding categories used in the sample matched to eight top-level MeSH categories. Not all top-level categories were matched at the same rate; the "Phenomena and Processes" and "Diseases" category were retrieved more frequently. The "Technology and Agriculture" category was never retrieved, and "Informatics" and "Health Care" were perfectly retrieved but appeared in only a few grants. These were likely retrieved due to their relative distinctiveness in the biomedical literature. The failure to capture the "Technology and Agriculture" grouping is likely due to the broadness of description problem described above. The most common term in this category was "Biotechnology."
USPTO Patents
Unlike NIH grants and MEDLINE papers, it is difficult to directly assess the validity of predicted terms in patents other than through close reading. For that reason, we include a case study of three biomedical patents, collected in Table 6 . These patents were selected in connection with other projects. The first patent, US7262047 refers to an extremophile species of bacteria that is resistant to UV sterilization. The title and abstract are both contained at the top of the page. Table 6 contains both our system's predicted terms, and terms predicted by the NLM's MeSH on Demand tool. It is difficult to determine from the abstract alone that the patent discusses a species of bacteria that has the potential to survive on spacecraft, introducing a potential risk of 'forward contamination' in missions to Mars. Despite this lack of information in the abstract text, terms like 'spacecraft', 'Mars' and 'Extraterrestrial Environment' are included in the list of predicted terms. These terms are largely retrieved through citations. This particular patent exemplifies the risk of using only text information. The NLP-driven MeSH on Demand tool misses these terms because they do not appear in the abstract. However, the combination of citation and text information together successfully recovers important information about the patent.
Conversely, NLP techniques can successfully identify content not easily retrievable using our methodology. In Patent US6136858, a patent related to infant formula, MeSH on Demand successfully retrieves concepts related to oils discussed in the abstract that our system misses. However, our system retrieves important concepts missed by the NLP technique, such as "milk" and "defecation." In this case, the particular combination of oils constitute the invention; therefore the terms related to the oils likely do not appear frequently in the cited or similar literature.
Finally, US5719064 concerns a patent related to diagnostic techniques for treatment of ankylosing spondylitis. Our system identifies key concepts such as "HLA-B27" and "ankylosing spondylitis," and "klebsiella." We note again a case where our system detects an important concept ("klebsiella", a potentially causal agent involved in ankylosing spondylitis) where it is not directly mentioned in the abstract text. Our system also retrieves the more specific "ankylosing spondylitis" vs the more generic "spondylarthopathies".
APPLICATIONS

Economic Analysis of Scientific Funding
Traditional methods of tracking the impact of National institutes of Health (NIH) funding have focused on examining the output of single grants or aggregating obligations by disease area. Although these methodologies are able to highlight important areas of research and the extent to which they receive federal support, they do not answer larger questions concerning the impact of NIH funding on entire fields of research and across fields. Addressing such questions requires that NIH grant awards be linked to some comprehensive and rigorous classification of fields, with MEDLINE's Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) taxonomy being a natural choice. Elsewhere, we have constructed text and citationbased metrics that measure the transformativeness and impact of research, which can be used to assess the quantity and quality of output both within and across fields. These provide rich measures of the value of scientific research for understanding the overall impact of NIH funding on the nation's science and innovation ecosystem.
NIH Associate Director Carrie D. Wolinetz, Ph.D. noted in 2016 that "The pathways from research to practice to changes in public health are typically non-linear and unpredictable. For a scientific discovery to make that journey may take decades or more and involves a complex ecosystem" [27] . Wolinetz's characterization of the research process emphasizes the importance of developing a broad-based methodology for tracking the flow of federal funding across disciplinary fields. The case of Neurostimulation Technologies, provides a particularly illustrative case study of how NIH funding can generate ideas that transcend traditional disciplinary boundaries and impact the overall science ecosystem [7] . Beginning in the late 1960s, researchers supported by NIH began experimenting with using electrodes for the purpose of restoring hearing loss which evolved into more advanced cochlear implants by the mid-1990s [7] . Motivated by the initial research auditory rehabilitation, researchers in 1973 began examining the relationship between electrical function and Parkinson's disease eventually leading to the development of treatments that successfully reduced the intensity of tremors [7] . Recently, this same research has served as a foundation for new methods for treating spinal cord injuries and vision loss [7] .
Connecting NIH funding with the MeSH taxonomy creates a foundation for a systematic examination of the impact of federal funding on the research and innovation ecosystem in terms of the generation and flow of both scholars and ideas. Theory suggests that researchers and scientists may respond to economic incentives, such as streams of research funding, by rationally adjusting their behavior. As a direct effect of federal funding, we expect the quantity and quality of work to increase in fields that are NIH target areas. As a secondary effect, we should also expect that researchers at the margin between fields may rationally redirect their activities in response to federal funding. As mentioned, the advantage of linking NIH grant abstracts to the MeSH taxonomy is that we are able to link these data with Medline and Thompson Reuter's Web of Science (WoS). The text and citation-based metrics derived from these databases will allow us to examine the flow of researchers across fields in addition to the generation and dissemination of ideas across fields.
Information Retrieval in USPTO Patents
There are numerous challenges for effective information retrieval of biomedical patents [22, 8] . Past efforts have focused on creating resources that describe patents using semantic web techniques in order to create search systems that are better suited to biomedical researchers [22] . Patent information retrieval is inherently complex: patents are simultaneously a technical record and a legal document defining intellectual property rights. As a result, patent language can be difficult to understand and search without both technical and legal expertise. One major contributor to this complexity is that patents do not currently have a robust classification system with respect to biomedical concepts [8] .
We are currently exploring information retrieval systems using automatically assigned MeSH terms to improve accessibility of patents. By allowing researchers to use MeSH, an already familiar vocabulary, we simplify the search process and avoid the necessity for complex queries covering many variants of a concept.
DISCUSSION
The classification method described above successfully predicts MeSH terms for a variety of biomedical documents outside of MEDLINE. The key advantage of this approach is that it is sufficiently general to be used in many different domains. Further work is required to identify if and how the performance of our technique varies systematically between domains. In our evaluation of our technique within NIH grants, we find that the predicted terms are often more specific than the funding categories we used as a control. Likewise, experiments on MEDLINE found that the predicted terms are sometimes more descriptive than the manually assigned terms. One consistent finding is that assessing accuracy is a complex endeavor in MeSH prediction. Further work is also required to assess the degree of complementarity in retrieved document sets across domains.
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